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A B S T R A C T   

Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) envelope statistics imaging is an emerging technique for the 
assessment of hepatic steatosis in adults. Blood tests are currently recommended as the screening 
tool for pediatric hepatic steatosis, a condition that can lead to liver fibrosis in children. This 
study examined the utility of QUS envelope statistics imaging in grading biomarker-diagnosed 
hepatic steatosis and detecting liver fibrosis in a pediatric population. A total of 173 subjects 
was enrolled (Group A) for QUS envelope statistics imaging using two statistical distributions, 
Nakagami and homodyned K (HK) models, and information entropy. QUS parameter values were 
compared with the hepatic steatosis index (HSI) and steatosis grade (G0: HSI <30; G1: 30 ≤ HSI 
<36; G2: 36 ≤ HSI <41.6; G3: ≥41.6). An additional cohort of 63 subjects (Group B) was 
recruited to undergo both QUS envelope statistics imaging and liver stiffness measurements 
(LSM) obtained from the transient elastography (Fibroscan), with a cutoff value set at 5 kPa to 
indicate liver fibrosis. The diagnostic performances were evaluated using the area under the 
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC). QUS envelope statistics imaging generated the 
AUROC values for steatosis grading at levels ≥ G1, ≥ G2, and ≥ G3 ranged from 0.94 to 0.97, 0.91 
to 0.93, and 0.83 to 0.87, respectively, and produced an AUROC range of between 0.82 and 0.84 
for identifying liver fibrosis. QUS envelope statistics imaging integrates the benefits of both 
biomarkers and elastography, enabling the screening of hepatic steatosis and detection of liver 
fibrosis in a pediatric population.  
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1. Introduction 

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) affects approximately 25 % of the global population [1] and is emerging as one of the most 
prevalent chronic liver diseases among both adults and children [2]. The prevalence of NAFLD in children is estimated to range from 
7.6 % in the general pediatric population to 34.2 % in the obese pediatric population [3]. About 11 % of children with obesity develop 
advanced fibrosis [4]. Furthermore, a recent study discovered that 60 % of obese children have liver fibrosis due to significant hepatic 
steatosis [5]. Grading hepatic steatosis and predicting liver fibrosis in children are essential for maintaining healthy liver function 
through appropriate interventions. 

Liver biopsy is the gold standard for grading hepatic steatosis. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound are commonly 
used noninvasive methods for diagnosing hepatic steatosis [2]. MRI-based proton density fat fraction (PDFF) can differentiate between 
histological grades of steatosis and has become a standard method for quantifying steatosis [2]. However, MRI equipment is not 
universally available, posing a challenge for community-based screenings. In contrast, ultrasound is a more child-friendly method for 
diagnosing hepatic steatosis due to its real-time nature and widespread availability. Nonetheless, detecting mild steatosis with ul-
trasound can be challenging and has lower accuracy [6]. 

Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) has gained widespread acceptance as a solution to the deficiencies of conventional ultrasound B- 
scan in characterizing tissues [6]. Since hepatic steatosis is clinically identified by histopathological evidence [7], QUS techniques that 
can provide microstructural information may be preferable for application in the diagnosis of hepatic steatosis. Among all possibilities, 
QUS envelope statistics imaging is gaining attention and has been recommended for the assessment of hepatic steatosis [8,9]. The 
envelope statistics refers to the statistical distribution of ultrasound backscattered envelope signals (i.e., the echo amplitude distri-
bution). Studies have shown that backscattered signals vary with microstructures, and modeling the echo amplitude distribution 
enables tissue characterization [10]. Currently, the Nakagami distribution, homodyned K (HK) distribution, and information entropy 
are commonly employed methods for describing the backscattered statistics of the liver [11]; their parameters and QUS imaging 
methodologies have been histologically shown to correlate with hepatic steatosis in adult populations [12–14]. Due to less compu-
tational complexity, ultrasound Nakagami parametric imaging is already commercially available as a medical device for clinical use, 
such as AmCAD-US software (AmCad BioMed Corp.) and tissue scatter distribution imaging (TSI™, Samsung Medison). A previous 
study used AmCAD-US to assess pediatric hepatic steatosis using Nakagami imaging, demonstrating that envelope statistics are sen-
sitive to the level of fatty liver in children [15]. Nakagami imaging also showed good intra- and inter-observer agreements (intraclass 
correlation coefficient, 0.98 and 0.95, respectively) [9]. 

While QUS envelope statistics imaging is a well validated tool in assessing hepatic steatosis, some key issues in pediatric clinical 
practice warrant further investigation. Firstly, according to the clinical practice guidance issued by the North American Society of 
Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition (NASPGHAN), biomarkers derived from blood tests are still recommended for 
screening pediatric NAFLD, as they yield vital insights into hepatic steatosis [16]. Earlier validations of QUS envelope statistics im-
aging focused on histological evidence comparisons. Nevertheless, in line with NASPGHAN’s recommendations, investigating the 
correlation between QUS envelope statistics imaging and hepatic steatosis biomarkers might enhance the diagnostic applicability of 
ultrasound in the pediatric population by establishing connections with the biochemical alterations caused by fatty liver disease. 
Second, considering that children with hepatic steatosis could develop liver fibrosis, it is crucial to explore whether QUS envelope 
statistics imaging could both grade hepatic steatosis and potentially identify the existence of liver fibrosis. The impact of various 
statistical models on the performance of QUS envelope statistics imaging in characterizing pediatric hepatic steatosis and liver fibrosis 
also needs to be explored. 

This study aims to assess the diagnostic potential of QUS envelope statistics imaging, leveraging Nakagami, HK, and entropy 
methodologies, in the screening of pediatric hepatic steatosis, with biomarkers serving as the reference standard. Additionally, this 
study seeks to further evaluate the feasibility of these proposed methodologies in the detection of liver fibrosis in a pediatric 
population. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants 

This study was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of Chang Gung Memorial Hospital. All participants and their 
parents (or legal representatives) provided written informed consent. Subject enrollment was carried out in two successive stages. 

The experiments in the first and second stages were carried out independently at different time intervals. In the first stage, a total of 
173 subjects were enrolled (no. 201800983B0; approval date: July 12, 2018). The inclusion criteria targeted individuals aged 3–18 
years who were scheduled for abdominal ultrasound examinations, including (i) subjects with a body mass index (BMI) < 85th 
percentile and without imaging findings of hepatic steatosis (defined as the normal control) and (ii) overweight or obese patients with 
a BMI ≥85th percentile and suspected hepatic steatosis due to increased hepatic echogenicity. Those with secondary obesity condi-
tions, current medication use, or coexisting chronic or acute illnesses were excluded. Notably, although diabetes mellitus (DM) could 
be considered as an exclusion criterion, it is essential for calculating hepatic steatosis biomarkers in this study (refer to section 2.3 for 
details). Therefore, DM was not used as an exclusion criterion. In the second stage, 21 normal subjects and 42 patients were recruited 
(no. 201901920B0; approval date: January 8, 2020) under the same inclusion and exclusion criteria. The dataset obtained in the first 
stage (n = 173, denoted by Group A) was leveraged to evaluate the efficacy of QUS envelope statistics imaging in grading pediatric 
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hepatic steatosis, and those amassed in the second stage (n = 63, denoted by Group B) was employed to assess the feasibility of the 
proposed methodologies in detecting liver fibrosis in children. Based on power analysis performed with G × Power software (version 
3.1, Heinrich-Heine-University, Düsseldorf, Germany), the sample sizes are sufficient to achieve a power of 0.85 given an effect size of 
0.5 and a significance level (α) of 0.15. The process of study population selection is graphically represented in Fig. 1. Notably, we 
directly excluded subjects meeting the exclusion criteria in this study, and thus specific counts of the excluded cases were unavailable. 

2.2. Anthropometric, blood tests, and fibroscan measurements 

In Group A, anthropometric indices were recorded for each participant, and after an overnight fast of 8 h, blood tests were con-
ducted to measure aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels. In Group B, in addition to the same 
anthropometric and blood test assessments used in Group A, transient elastography (Fibroscan®, Echosens) was additionally used to 
perform liver stiffness measurement (LSM) on the patients [17]. In a supine position, LSM was measured through the intercostal spaces 
with an M probe targeting the right hepatic lobe. A reliable examination must consist of at least 10 measurements with a success rate of 
>60 % and an interquartile median ratio that is <30 % of the median values of LSM [18]. The final LSM were recorded as the median 
value of all measurements. 

2.3. Assessment of pediatric hepatic steatosis and liver fibrosis 

Hepatic steatosis index (HSI) and LSM were used as the diagnostic benchmarks for hepatic steatosis and liver fibrosis, respectively. 
HSI is a biomarker calculated by 8 × (ALT/AST) + BMI (+2 if female; +2 if diagnosed as having DM) [19] that holds significant 
histopathological significance [19,20]. HSI values greater than 41.6 and 43 indicate mild (≥5 %) and moderate to severe (≥33 %) 
histological steatosis, respectively [20]. An HSI value less than 30 rules out the possibility of hepatic steatosis, while an HSI value 
greater than 36 indicates its presence [19]. In Group A, the hepatic steatosis grade was determined based on the HSI cutoff values listed 
below: grade 0 (G0: HSI <30), grade 1 (G1: 30 ≤ HSI <36), grade 2 (G2: 36 ≤ HSI <41.6), and grade 3 (G3: HSI ≥41.6) [15]. On the 
other hand, a normal liver LSM value for children is around 4 kPa [21,22], and LSM values greater than or equal to 5 kPa suggest the 
presence of any fibrosis (≥ Metavir score F1) [23]. Therefore, in Group B, the cutoff LSM ≥5 kPa was chosen to represent pediatric liver 
fibrosis. 

2.4. Ultrasound data acquisition for QUS envelope statistics imaging 

Each subject underwent ultrasound scanning using a clinical system (Model 3000, Terason) and a 3.5-MHz convex transducer with 

Fig. 1. Study enrollment chart. A total of 173 and 63 subjects were enrolled in Groups A and B, respectively. In Group A, the diagnostic perfor-
mances of the proposed QUS envelope statistics techniques in grading pediatric hepatic steatosis were explored. In Group B, the performances in 
detecting liver fibrosis in children were investigated. 
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a pulse length of 2.3 mm (Model 5C2A, Terason). The imaging focus was at 4 cm, and the depth was 8 cm. Three independent 
intercostal scans were performed on the liver parenchyma (segment VIII) by a pediatric gastroenterologist who was blinded to the 
subjects’ medical histories and clinical findings. Each scan must be effective, defined as being devoid of acoustic shadowing effects or 
significant vascular structures. Based on a previous study [24], intercostal scanning is an appropriate imaging plane for analyzing 
backscattering in the liver. At the breath-hold moment during gentle, normal respiration, each raw image data, comprised of 256 scan 
lines of beamformed radiofrequency (RF) signals, were captured and stored for offline processing using MATLAB software (version 
R2019a, MathWorks). The corresponding envelope image was derived by calculating the absolute value of the Hilbert transform 
applied to each RF signal, thus describing the echo amplitude. Ultrasound B-mode imaging was presented using the log-compressed 
envelope of the raw image data. QUS envelope statistics imaging was subsequently constructed by applying a sliding window pro-
cessing technique to the uncompressed envelope image, with the Nakagami parameter m of the Nakagami distribution (estimated using 
the moment estimator to depict envelope statistics varying from pre-Rayleigh to post-Rayleigh distributions), the scatterer clustering 
parameter μ of the HK distribution (estimated using the XU estimator to measure the number of scatterers per resolution cell), and the 
entropy value (estimated using the histogram method to describe the signal uncertainty) [12,13]. The window overlapping ratio was 
50 % [25], and the side lengths of the window for Nakagami, HK, and entropy parametric imaging were set at three [12], five [26], and 
one [12,25] times the pulse length of the transducer, respectively. The Nakagami, HK, and entropy images were superimposed on 
B-mode images to display both structural and parametric information through pseudocolor coding. A range of Nakagami parameter 
from 0 to 2 corresponded to a color transition from blue to red; HK parameter ranging from 0 to 5 showed an increasing intensity of 
yellow; and for entropy parameters, a range from 5.2 to 5.3 also corresponded to an increasing intensity of yellow. The algorithmic 
scheme of QUS envelope statistics imaging was illustrated in Fig. 2a–(c). 

Fig. 2. The algorithmic scheme of QUS envelope statistics imaging. (a) Ultrasound intercostal scanning is performed; (b) raw image data is acquired 
for QUS envelope statistics imaging using the sliding window processing; (c) ROI selection for quantitative analysis. 
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2.5. Statistical analysis 

The values of the Nakagami, HK, and entropy measures of each subject were obtained by averaging the pixel values in QUS en-
velope statistics images corresponding to the regions of interest (ROIs) of the acquired three B-mode images. The ROIs were manually 
defined by a radiologist with extensive knowledge of imaging anatomy. The primary guideline for ROI selection was to exclusively 
encompass the liver parenchyma, excluding any non-liver parenchymal regions, to minimize bias in envelope statistics measurements. 
The parameters were plotted as medians and interquartile ranges (IQR). An independent t-test and a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) were used to compare the data. Multiple comparisons were conducted using the Holm-Sidak method. Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA 
was used in case the data set did not pass the normality test, and Dunn’s test was used for multiple comparisons. To evaluate the 
diagnostic performance, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used. The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) and other 
statistical results were reported. The DeLong test was used to compare the ROC curves and identify significant differences. All sta-
tistical analyses were performed using SigmaPlot (version 12.0, Systat Software, Inc., CA, USA). Statistical significance was set at p <
0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Demographic data 

Group A consisted of 173 subjects; the age was 11.96 ± 3.95 years old, BMI was 25.51 ± 6.94 kg/m2, and the waist circumference 
(WC) was 83.41 ± 19.44 cm. Group B consisted of 63 subjects; the age was 13.30 ± 2.81 years old, BMI was 25.93 ± 5.72 kg/m2, and 
WC was 85.62 ± 16.65 cm. Demographic data are presented in Table 1. 

3.2. QUS envelope statistics imaging of hepatic steatosis 

B-scan images increased in brightness with increasing hepatic steatosis grade; meanwhile, the shading of QUS envelope statistics 
images varied accordingly (Fig. 3a–(d)). The median values and IQRs of the Nakagami parameter increased from 0.61 (IQR: 0.57–0.65) 
to 0.87 (IQR: 0.86–0.89) as steatosis grade increased from G0 to G3 (p < 0.05; Fig. 4a). Within the same range of steatosis grade, the HK 
parameter and entropy value increased from 1.37 (IQR: 1.17–1.77) to 4.11 (IQR: 3.60–4.72) (p < 0.05; Figs. 4b) and 5.19 (IQR: 
5.18–5.21) to 5.26 (IQR: 5.25–5.27) (p < 0.05; Fig. 4c), respectively. Using the Nakagami, HK, and entropy values, the AUROCs for 
grading biomarker-diagnosed pediatric hepatic steatosis ≥ G1 were 0.96, 0.94, and 0.97, respectively (Fig. 4d). When grading stea-
tosis ≥ G2, the AUROCs were around 0.9 (Fig. 4e). The AUROCs ranged from 0.83 to 0.87 (Fig. 4f) when grading steatosis ≥ G3. A 
summary of performance evaluation are presented in Table 2. 

3.3. QUS envelope statistics imaging of liver fibrosis 

QUS envelope statistics imaging not only varied with pediatric hepatic steatosis but also exhibited enhanced brightness due to liver 
fibrosis in children (Fig. 5a–(d)). The Nakagami, HK, and entropy values (median, IQR) of the fibrosis group (LSM ≥5 kPa) are (0.84, 
0.75–0.91), (7.16, 3.93–9.55), and (5.24, 5.21–5.26), respectively, all of which were higher than those of the normal control group (p 
< 0.05; Fig. 6a, b, c, and Table 3). AUCROC values for evaluating liver fibrosis were 0.82, 0.84, and 0.83, respectively, for the 
Nakagami parameter, HK parameter, and entropy value (Fig. 6d and Table 4). AUROCs between Nakagami, HK, and entropy imaging 

Table 1 
Demographic data of the participants enrolled in Group A and Group B. Data are expressed by mean ± standard deviation (range) and median.  

Demographics Group A Group B 

n 173 63 
Male 118 (68 %) 46 (73.02 %) 
Female 55 (32 %) 17 (26.98 %) 
Age (years) 11.96 ± 3.95 (3.00–17.00) 13.00 13.30 ± 2.81 (6.00–17.00) 14.00 
BMI (kg/m2) 25.51 ± 6.94 (11.42–43.15) 25.43 25.93 ± 5.72 (13.82–43.15) 25.71 
BMI percentiles, % 81.56 ± 26.09 (2.00–99.00) 96.00 81.89 ± 24.58 (10.00–99.00) 97.00 
WC (cm) 83.41 ± 19.44 (46.50–126.00) 87.00 85.62 ± 16.65 (57.00–126.00) 91.00 
DM 7 (4.05 %) 3 (5.56 %) 
Laboratory 
AST (U/L) 42.86 ± 32.19 (15.00–250.00) 32.00 35.86 ± 20.82 (15.00–116.00) 30.00 
ALT (U/L) 70.80 ± 96.81 (5.00–769.00) 37.00 60.11 ± 58.35 (5.00–256.00) 40.00 
Hepatic steatosis index 
HSI 37.07 ± 11.88 (17.80–80.05) 27.99 38.02 ± 11.41 (19.02–64.19) 37.61 
Fibroscan 
LSM (kPa)   5.85 ± 2.19 (2.70–13.90) 5.60 

Note—Unless otherwise noted, data are numbers of patients. BMI: body mass index, WC: waist circumference, DM: diabetes mellitus, AST: aspartate 
aminotransferase, ALT: alanine aminotransferase, HSI: hepatic steatosis index, LSM: liver stiffness measurement. Laboratory normal range of AST in 
children between 2 and 18 y/o is 13–40 U/L. Laboratory normal range of ALT in children between 1 and 18 y/o is 7–40 U/L. 
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Fig. 3. Ultrasound B-mode and QUS envelope statistics images for different grades of pediatric hepatic steatosis. (a) Ultrasound B-scan; (b) 
Nakagami; (c) HK; (d) entropy images. QUS envelope statistics images varied with increasing the grade of hepatic steatosis. 

Fig. 4. (a)–(c) QUS envelope statistics imaging parameters as a function of hepatic steatosis grade. The Nakagami, HK, and entropy values increased 
when the steatosis grade increased from G0 to G3 (*: p < 0.05); (d)–(f) the ROC curves for using the Nakagami, HK, and entropy values to grade 
pediatric hepatic steatosis. AUROC ranged from 0.94 to 0.97. 
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were not significantly different (p > 0.05). 

4. Discussion 

Pediatric NAFLD is characterized by macrovesicular hepatocellular steatosis, portal inflammation, and portal fibrosis without 
ballooning [27,28], illustrating its histological similarity with adult NAFLD. As previously noted, alterations in envelope statistics have 
been histologically evidenced to vary with hepatic steatosis in adults [12–14], leading to the expectation of a corresponding rela-
tionship with steatosis in the pediatric liver. Given that fatty droplets contribute significantly to ultrasound backscattering in the liver, 
there exist two prevalent interpretations regarding the dependency of ultrasound backscattering and envelope statistics on liver 
histology. First, fat droplet accumulation in hepatocytes modifies the positions of hepatocyte nuclei, thereby altering their spatial 
distribution and leading to changes in the structure function and backscatter coefficient [29]. Second, hepatic steatosis transpires when 
fat infiltration occurs in the liver parenchyma, augmenting the quantity of random scatterers (fat-infiltrated hepatocytes) and leading 
to constructive wave interference. This consequently incites a shift in backscattered envelope statistics towards Rayleigh distributions 
[26]. As a result, Nakagami, HK, and entropy values escalate with hepatic steatosis grade, mirroring changes in echo amplitude 
distribution and backscattered signal uncertainty, as substantiated by the experimental data in Group A. 

In Group B, most of the subjects exhibiting an LSM ≥5 kPa were diagnosed with G3 steatosis (HSI ≥41.6). This suggests a robust 
association between the presence of liver fibrosis and the severity of hepatic steatosis in pediatric subjects, and notably, the underlying 
mechanism may be obesity. In a study involving pediatric patients with varying degrees of obesity, liver stiffness was found to increase 
with obesity severity [30]. Evidence suggests that obesity leads to stiffer livers, as some researchers have observed significantly higher 
shear wave velocity values in children with obesity [31]. Hepatic steatosis indeed fosters a conducive environment in a child’s liver for 
the emergence of fibrosis, especially in overweight and obese children who typically exhibit substantial hepatic steatosis and early 
liver fibrosis. While liver fibrosis may influence ultrasound envelope statistics [32], significant hepatic steatosis—which physically 
results in an increased number of fatty droplets—serves as a more dominant mechanism that drives alterations in tissue microstruc-
tures and the corresponding ultrasound envelope statistics. This understanding provides the basis for why QUS envelope statistics 
imaging is effectively employed for identifying liver fibrosis in children. 

Establishing the relationship between QUS envelope statistics imaging, the biomarker HSI, and transient elastography-based LSM 
presents a notable and significant finding in this study. HSI incorporates four elements: AST/ALT, BMI, gender, and the presence of 
diabetes mellitus. Within the liver, ALT is localized in the cellular cytoplasm, while AST is in both cytosolic and mitochondrial. 
Increased serum levels of these enzymes typically signify hepatocellular damage [33]. Both BMI and the presence of diabetes mellitus 
serve as markers of obesity and metabolic syndrome. LSM reflects steatosis-induced changes in the mechanical properties of the liver. 

Table 2 
Comparisons of data in each grade of hepatic steatosis (data are expressed by the median values and the IQRs) and performance evaluation. QUS 
envelope statistics imaging had an outstanding performance in grading pediatric hepatic steatosis. There were no significant differences in the 
performances for grading G1, G2, and G3 among the Nakagami, HK, and entropy methods (p > 0.05).   

The grade of hepatic steatosis   

G0 G1 G2 G3 p value (ANOVA) 

n 55 16 36 66  
HSI 21.98 (20.05–26.27) 33.53 

(33.02–35.50) 
38.35 (37.10–39.82) 48.36 

(43.74–51.93) 
p < 0.05 

Nakagami 
parameter 

0.61 (0.57–0.65) 0.83 (0.79–0.86) 0.86 (0.82–0.88) 0.87 (0.86–0.89) p < 0.05 

HK μ 
parameter 

1.37 (1.17–1.77) 3.22 (2.36–3.91) 3.81 (3.26–4.53) 4.11 (3.60–4.72) p < 0.05 

Entropy 5.19 (5.18–5.21) 5.25 (5.24–5.26) 5.26 (5.25–5.26) 5.26 (5.25–5.27) p < 0.05  

≥ G1 ≥ G2 ≥ G3 
Parameter Nakagami 

parameter 
HK μ 
parameter 

Entropy Nakagami 
parameter 

HK μ 
parameter 

Entropy Nakagami 
parameter 

HK μ 
parameter 

Entropy 

Cutoff value 0.78 2.65 5.24 0.80 3.06 5.25 0.85 3.48 5.26 
AUROC 0.96 0.94 0.97 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.84 0.83 0.87 
Accuracy (%) 92.50 88.40 92.50 85.50 85.50 86.10 78.00 75.70 78.00 
Sensitivity (%) 90.90 90.90 90.90 80.30 83.10 81.70 78.50 72.00 78.70 
Specificity (%) 93.20 87.30 93.20 89.20 87.30 89.20 77.30 81.80 76.90 
Youden index 0.84 0.78 0.84 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.56 0.54 0.56 
SE 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 
LR + 13.40 7.20 13.40 7.40 6.50 7.60 3.50 4.0 3.40 
LR- 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.30 
PPV (%) 86.20 76.90 86.20 83.80 81.90 84.10 84.80 86.50 85.00 
NPV (%) 95.70 95.40 95.70 86.70 88.10 87.50 68.90 64.30 68.50 

Note—Unless otherwise noted, data are numbers of patients. HSI: hepatic steatosis index. The severity of pediatric hepatic steatosis was graded on the 
basis of the range of the HSI values as grade 0 (G0: HSI <30), grade 1 (G1: 30 ≤ HSI <36), grade 2 (G2: 36 ≤ HSI <41.6), grade 3 (G3: 41.6 ≤ HSI). 
AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, SE: standard error, LR+: positive likelihood ratio, LR-: negative likelihood 
ratio, PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value. 
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According to the above viewpoints, QUS envelope statistics imaging not only links to the properties of liver microstructures but also 
encapsulates several crucial clinical implications, including liver injury associated with hepatic steatosis, obesity, and metabolic 
syndrome. As serum biomarkers for liver steatosis continue to garner substantial attention [34], QUS envelope statistics imaging could 
offer a fresh perspective, bridging imaging and biochemical interpretations of pediatric hepatic steatosis. More importantly, QUS 
envelope statistics imaging is computationally less complex and has proven feasible for real-time screening and analysis on clinical 
machines [9]. Compared to biomarkers, ultrasound provides routine, noninvasive assessments, and long-term follow-up of liver 
diseases, obviating frequent blood tests in the pediatric population. Here, to promote understanding and familiarize clinical re-
searchers with QUS envelope statistics imaging, we have summarized the methods employed in this study in Table 5. 

Another aspect warranting discussion is the interplay between the cutoff values derived from each envelope statistics model for 
grading pediatric hepatic steatosis and liver fibrosis. In this study, the cutoff value of the Nakagami parameter for detecting liver 
fibrosis fell between those for grading steatosis G2 and G3 (0.80 for grading ≥ G2, 0.81 for detecting fibrosis, 0.85 for grading ≥ G3). 
The cutoff value of the HK parameter for identifying liver fibrosis was greater than that for diagnosing steatosis G3 (3.48 for grading ≥

Fig. 5. Ultrasound B-mode and QUS envelope statistics images for the normal control and fibrosis groups. (a) Ultrasound B-scan; (b) Nakagami; (c) 
HK; (d) entropy images. The QUS envelope statistics images corresponding to liver fibrosis (LSM ≥5 kPa) exhibited enhanced brightness compared 
with those of the normal control. 
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G3, 6.23 for detecting fibrosis), while the cutoff entropy value for detecting liver fibrosis was less than that for diagnosing steatosis G1 
(5.23 for detecting fibrosis, 5.24 for grading ≥ G1). In comparison, the interrelation of the cutoff values of the HK parameter for 
diagnosing both steatosis and liver fibrosis seem to better represent the reality that hepatic steatosis progresses to liver fibrosis in the 
pediatric population, thereby reflecting stronger physical significance in clinical diagnosis. Indeed, the superiorities of the HK 
parameter over the other parameters equip ultrasound imaging with the capability to physically describe the number density of 
scatterers per resolution cell, the uniformity of scattering cross-sections, and the size of fat droplets [26]. 

This study has some limitations. First, our study was executed in two stages. Future work would benefit from a clinical validation 
utilizing a single, complete dataset. Second, this study focuses on the dependency of QUS envelope statistics imaging on biomarker- 
diagnosed pediatric hepatic steatosis and elastography-confirmed liver fibrosis. The statistical significance and diagnostic cutoff values 

Fig. 6. (a)–(c) QUS envelope statistics parameters as a function of liver fibrosis. The Nakagami, HK, and entropy values of the fibrosis group (LSM 
≥5 kPa) were higher than those of the normal control (*: p < 0.05); (d) the ROC curves for using the Nakagami, HK, and entropy values to detect 
liver fibrosis. AUROC ranged from 0.82 to 0.84. 

Table 3 
Comparisons of data between normal and fibrosis (LSM ≥5 kPa) groups. Data are expressed by the median and the IQRs.  

LSM (kPa) Normal control ≥5 p value (ANOVA) 

n 37 (58.73 %) 26 (41.27 %)  

Grades of steatosis G0 G1 G2 G3 G1 G2 G3  
n of each grade 21 0 3 13 0 2 24  
LSM 3.94 (2.70–4.70) 7.02 (5.00–13.90) p < 0.05 
HSI 31.73 (19.02–54.82) 46.99 (35.67–64.19) p < 0.05 
Nakagami parameter 0.71 (0.53–0.95) 0.84 (0.75–0.91) p < 0.05 
HK μ parameter 4.07 (1.34–12.99) 7.16 (3.93–9.55) p < 0.05 
Entropy 5.20 (5.14–5.25) 5.24 (5.21–5.26) p < 0.05 

Note—Unless otherwise noted, data are numbers of patients. LSM: liver stiffness measurement, HSI: hepatic steatosis index. The severity of pediatric 
hepatic steatosis was graded on the basis of the range of the HSI values as grade 1 (G1: 30 ≤ HSI <36), grade 2 (G2: 36 ≤ HSI <41.6), grade 3 (G3: 
41.6 ≤ HSI). 
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can be more accurately determined by employing gold standards (e.g., MRI-PDFF or liver biopsy) in the future. Third, this study 
employed 5 kPa as a cutoff value for identifying liver fibrosis. Higher cutoff values were not explored due to the limited sample size, 
which could introduce bias in performance evaluation from data imbalance during binary classification. Another practical consid-
eration is the difficulty in finding advanced liver fibrosis, which corresponds to higher LSM, in subjects aged between 3 and 18 years. 
Finally, the proposed QUS envelope statistics imaging for assessing liver fibrosis might be exclusively applicable to children. Exam-
ining adults with more complex mechanisms in fibrosis development remains a formidable challenge. 

5. Conclusions 

This study elucidates the clinical utility of QUS envelope statistics imaging in the screening of pediatric NAFLD, focusing on issues 
of hepatic steatosis and liver fibrosis. The results showed that QUS envelope statistics imaging exhibited impressive diagnostic per-
formance for pediatric hepatic steatosis using the biomarker HSI as the reference standard. Moreover, the proposed QUS strategy also 
allowed detection of elastography-confirmed liver fibrosis in children. This study represents the inaugural demonstration that QUS 
envelope statistics imaging amalgamates the benefits of both biomarkers and elastography for the comprehensive characterization of 
hepatic steatosis and liver fibrosis within a pediatric cohort. 
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Table 4 
Performance evaluation of different ultrasound parameters in detecting pediatric liver fibrosis. QUS envelope statistics imaging produced an 
AUROC value of between 0.82 and 0.84 for identifying liver fibrosis. There were no significant differences in the performance among the 
Nakagami, HK, and entropy methods (p > 0.05).  

Parameter Nakagami parameter HK μ parameter Entropy 

Cutoff value 0.81 6.23 5.23 
AUROC 0.82 0.84 0.83 
Accuracy (%) 77.80 79.40 76.20 
Sensitivity (%) 75.70 81.10 75.70 
Specificity (%) 80.80 76.90 76.90 
Youden index 0.56 0.58 0.53 
SE 0.05 0.05 0.05 
LR+ 3.90 3.50 3.30 
LR- 0.30 0.20 0.30 
PPV (%) 84.80 83.30 82.40 
NPV (%) 70.00 74.10 69.00 

Note—AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, SE: standard error, LR+: positive likelihood ratio, LR-: neg-
ativelikelihood ratio, PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value. 

Table 5 
Frequently employed methods for QUS envelope statistics imaging in liver tissue characterization. Compared to conventional B-scan and texture 
analysis, which are system-dependent, QUS envelope statistics imaging analyzes raw image data and is less influenced by system settings and operator 
variations. This allows for more consistent quantitative information related to scatterer properties within tissues. Furthermore, QUS envelope sta-
tistics imaging, when used for ultrasound tissue characterization, has been shown to be less influenced by liver inflammation than ultrasound 
elastography [35].  

Method Parameter used for 
imaging 

Data used for parameter estimation Physical significance 

Nakagami 
distribution 

Nakagami 
parameter m 

Uncompressed backscattered envelope Scatterer concentration 

Homodyned K 
distribution 

Scatterer clustering 
parameter μ 

Uncompressed backscattered envelope The number of scatterers per 
resolution cell 

Information 
entropy 

Entropy value Any type of ultrasound data can be used without the need to consider its statistical 
properties. Raw RF data or uncompressed envelope are recommended to reduce 
the effects of system settings and data processing. 

Uncertainty or complexity of 
ultrasound signals  
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